A Genetic-Fuzzy System Algorithm Method for the Breast Cancer Diagnosis Problem
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Abstract: Breast cancer is an important medical problem, especially for women, computer-aided medical diagnosis is very important in terms of prevention and early detection. This paper presents early detection of breast cancer using two methods, namely genetic algorithm and fuzzy inference system which will be used for early detection of breast cancer which will be used by doctors with computer assistance to obtain medical diagnosis of breast cancer in Indonesia. Our research shows that the diagnosis of breast cancer using these two methods has a high level of accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Breast cancer can attack in men and women. Although breast cancer cases in men are rarer, recent research indicates that breast cancer in men may be more deadly than women. "Men with breast cancer may be lacking standard care, which is different from what women get," said study author Dr. Jon Greif, a breast surgeon in San Francisco in the United States [1]. Greif said the survival rate for men who have breast cancer as a whole is lower than for women, at least when diagnosed at an early stage. It is planned that Greif will present his findings at an annual meeting of the American Society of Breast Surgeons in Phoenix. Greif and colleagues emphasize, however, that some of the differences they found might not be proven in clinical practice. Greif admitted, the research he did had limitations because they used a database of breast cancer patients who had died but it was not known what caused the death. So, it is difficult to know whether they died from cancer or something else.

Many men do not realize that they can get breast cancer. Data owned by the American Cancer Society estimates, there are about 2,200 new cases of breast cancer in men this year. It is estimated, 410 people will die of breast cancer in 2012 in the United States.

Most cancer cases in Indonesia are breast cancer which is 58,256 cases or 16.7% of the total 348,809 cancer cases in 2018. In 2019 the highest incidence of breast cancer was 42.1 per 100,000 population with an average mortality rate of 17 per 100,000 from the populations. And in 2020 Breast cancer has now overtaken lung cancer as the world’s most commonly diagnosed cancer, according to statistics released by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) [2].

Early detection is very important for all diseases, especially breast cancer because early detection and diagnosis that has a high level of accuracy can make treatment success increase.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithm (GA) method is a combination or collection of natural evolution concepts, which are usually used to initiate individuals randomly in a population [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. The Genetic Algorithm technique restarts identification techniques for optimization in search problems. This method uses a random selection process such as the evolution process. The methods often used to solve optimization problems are complex and difficult with conventional methods.

| Strengths | Highly effective in forecasting. |
| Weekness | Being time-consuming and computationally intensive. |

2.2. Fuzzy Inference System

Uncertainty is universal. For example, a computer system whose job is to recognize trees in visual images. Sources of uncertainty in this task include (but are not limited to) noise in sensing images, distortion due to poses and lenses conditions, class variability of interest (what is a "tree"?), fidelity of features used to describe trees, missing features, spatial context (trees in the forest versus trees in New York City), temporal context (trees in summer versus trees in winter), the choice of introduction algorithm, and so on [10] [11] [12] [13].

| Strengths | • The method is strong and reliable (best) and contributes to algorithm design.  
| Weekness | • Change the image size during the segmentation process which allows the loss of important pixel information.  
|           | • Fuzzification results are affected by the fuzzy set, fuzzy set domain, and membership functions used. |
If multispectral (or hyperspectral) imagery is available or multiple algorithms are applied for decision making aspects, then the problem of how to integrate compensation or even information conflicts becomes important. The historical framework for dealing with uncertainty is probability theory. It is a powerful tool that has served science well in modeling situations where a number of major uncertainty is randomness. In some cases, we argue that uncertainty takes another form. Oftentimes, instead of asking if something is true, we ask how true, that is, how many specific properties are exhibited in specific examples. For example, we might want to know how many specific objects match the ideal prototype [13].

2.3. Genetic-Fuzzy System
The genetic algorithm rules here will utilize the Rule Base of the Fuzzy Inference System, where during the process it will not change the dataset of the database itself. In principle, using the Pittsburgh approach the rules will be that each chromosome of the genetic algorithm will represent a set of rules from fuzzy logic. The result is that each fuzzy set will form as a string in the Pittsburgh method, then it will end up in a decision table reference [15].

3. Methodology
3.1. Genetic-Fuzzy System Algorithm
The first step is to establish parameters such as populations, generations, mutation, and crossover in the genetic algorithm method process. Then form a rule-based on fuzzy logic. Crossovers and mutations will of course be determined at (0.8) and (0.01). During the process, the binary string is applied to fuzzy rules. The final output will apply the defuzzification method of fuzzy logic. The MAE method will be applied to the results of the defuzzification because it will only produce positive (1) or negative (-1) whereas if the result shows the number 0 then the defuzzification process will be ignored.

3.2. Testing and Dataset
The dataset used for this study is a dataset downloaded from the UCI dataset because there is a data center for Machine Learning and Intelligent Systems as well as many previous studies using the same data for small research scales [16].

4. Result
Overall data from the UCI dataset includes 699 samples and each will be divided into 350 training data, 209 validation data, and 140 for testing data. The data will be entered into the rules algorithm so that it becomes as show in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>ii</th>
<th>iii</th>
<th>iv</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>vi</th>
<th>vii</th>
<th>viii</th>
<th>ix</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule 1</td>
<td>1-2,4-6</td>
<td>2,4,6</td>
<td>1-2,4-5</td>
<td>1-3,6</td>
<td>2,5-6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,5,7</td>
<td>1,3-4</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule 2</td>
<td>1-4,6-7</td>
<td>3-4,6</td>
<td>2-4,7</td>
<td>1-2,5-6</td>
<td>1-3,6</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,3-4,6-7</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule 3</td>
<td>2-3,5-7</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>2,4-7</td>
<td>1-2,4-5,7</td>
<td>1,4,6</td>
<td>1,3-7</td>
<td>1,4,6</td>
<td>1,3-6</td>
<td>1,3,6-7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the data in Table 3, it was found that the results of the accuracy rate are 96.35%.

5. Conclusions
In this research, the level of accuracy produced is 96.35%. It is very important to get a high level of accuracy in terms of disease detection. Genetic-Fuzzy System has that advantage, mainly because fuzzy rules can be extracted from classification techniques when compared to other methods. But of course, this level of accuracy can be further improved if using the combination of other algorithm methods.
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